
Mark schemes

(a)     weight (lifted)

or

height (lifted)
1

1

(b)     any two from:

•        calculate a mean
•        spot anomalies
•        reduce the effect of random errors

2

(c)     as speed increases, the efficiency increases
1

(but) graph tends towards a constant value

or

appears to reach a limit

accept efficiency cannot be greater than 100%
1

(d)     heating the surroundings
1

(e)     0 (%)
1

[7]
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(a)     geothermal
1

nuclear
1

biofuel
1

(b)     gravitational (potential)
1

kinetic
1

sound
1

(c)     (i)      90% or 0.9(0)

an answer of 0.9(0) with a unit gains 1 mark
2

(ii)     60 (MW)

allow 10%
1

(iii)     increased
1

[10]

2

(a)     46 200

accept 46 000

allow 1 mark for correct substitution

ie 0.5 × 4200 × 22 provided no subsequent step
2

(b)     Energy is used to heat the kettle.
1

[3]

3
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(a)     any two from:

•        cost per kWh is lower (than all other energy resources)

allow it is cheaper

ignore fuel cost

ignore energy released per kg of nuclear fuel

•        infrastructure for nuclear power already exists

accept cost of setting up renewable energy resources is high

accept many renewable power stations would be needed to replace
one nuclear power station

accept (France in 2011 already had a) surplus of nuclear energy, so
less need to develop more renewable capacity for increased
demand in the future

accept France benefits economically from selling electricity

•        more reliable (than renewable energy resources)

accept (nuclear) fuel is readily available

ignore destruction of habitats for renewables
2

4

(b)     any two from:

•        non-renewable

allow nuclear fuel is running out

•        high decommissioning costs

accept high commissioning costs

•        produces radioactive / nuclear waste

allow waste has a long half-life

•        long start-up time

•        nuclear accidents have widespread implications

allow for nuclear accident a named nuclear accident

eg Fukushima, Chernobyl

ignore visual pollution
2

(c)     0.48 (kW)

allow 1 mark for correct substitution

ie 0.15 = P / 3.2

an answer of 480 W gains 2 marks

an answer of 48 or 480 scores 1 mark
2
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(d)     the higher the efficiency, the higher the cost (per m2 to manufacture)

accept a specific numerical example
1

more electricity could be generated for the same (manufacturing) cost using lower
efficiency solar panels
or
(reducing the cost) allows more solar panels to be bought

accept a specific numerical example
1

[8]

(a)     field

correct order only
1

current
1

force

accept motion

accept thrust
1

5

(b)     (i)      arrow pointing vertically downwards
1

(ii)     increase current / p.d.

accept voltage for p.d.
1

increase strength of magnetic field

accept move poles closer together
1

(iii)    reverse (poles of) magnets
1

reverse battery / current
1
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(c)     (i)      1.5 or 150%

efficiency = 120 / 80 (× 100)

gains 1 mark

an answer of 1.5 % or 150

gains 1 mark
2

(ii)     efficiency greater than 100%
or
output is greater than input
or
output should be 40 (W)

1

(iii)    recorded time much shorter than actual time

accept timer started too late

accept timer stopped too soon
1

[12]

(a)      chemical

correct order only
1

kinetic
1

sound
1

(b)     48% or 0.48

an answer of 0.48 with a unit gains 1 mark
an answer of 0.48% gains 1 mark
an answer of 48 with or without a unit gains 1 mark

2
[5]

6
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(a)     Marks awarded for this answer will be determined by the Quality of Written Communication
(QWC) as well as the standard of the scientific response. Examiners should also apply a
‘best-fit’ approach to the marking.

0 marks
No relevant information

Level 1 (1-2 marks)
There is a relevant statement about an energy saving method

Level 2 (3-4 marks)
There is at least one clear comparison of energy saving methods and their cost
effectiveness with an appropriate calculation

Level 3 (5-6 marks)
There is a comparison of energy saving methods and their cost effectiveness with
appropriate calculations. Comparison to include further detail.

7

examples of physics points made in the response

examples of relevant statements
•        energy efficient boiler saves the most (energy / money) per year
•        loft insulation costs the least to install
•        double-glazing costs the most to install

examples of statements that include cost effectiveness
•        loft insulation is the most cost effective in the long term
•        double-glazing is the least cost effective
•        loft insulation has the shortest payback time
•        double-glazing has the longest payback time
•        payback time calculated for any method

payback times:

energy efficient boiler: 6.25 years

loft insulation: 2 years

double glazing: 100 years

cavity wall insulation: 2.86 years

examples of further detail
•        for cost effectiveness install in the following order: loft, cavity wall, boiler,

double-glazing
•        for reducing energy use install in the following order: boiler, loft, cavity wall,

double glazing
•        don’t install double-glazing for insulation purposes
•        double-glazing won’t pay for itself in your lifetime
•        justified choice of best / worst method

6
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(b)     (i)      how effective a material is as an insulator

accept ‘heat’ for energy

accept how effective a material is at keeping energy in

accept the lower the U-value the better the insulator

accept the lower the U-value the lower the rate of energy transfer
1

(ii)     (the U-value) decreases
1

[8]

(a)     (i)      0.5 °C
1

(ii)     data is continuous
or
both variables are continuous
or
independent variable is continuous
or
time is continuous

accept results / measurements for data

accept data is not categoric

one variable is continuous is insufficient

air temperature is continuous is insufficient
1

8

(b)     (i)      20.5 (°C)
1

(ii)     60 (minutes)

accept 1 hour
1
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(c)     (i)      so a comparison can be made
or
outside temperature is a control variable

accept:
(outside) temperature would affect energy required (to maintain
temperature of the house)
or
(outside) temperature would affect internal temperature (of the
house)
or
heat loss will be faster on a cold day

outside temperature will affect the results is insufficient

fair test is insufficient
1

(ii)     the cost is equal to the number of kWh × the cost per kWh

accept (heating) bill depends on (number of) kWh used
accept energy for kWh

1

calculation 0.8 / 8.0 = 0.1 or 10%

allow 7.2 / 8.0 = 0.9 or 90%
1

(iii)    heating is on for more / less time (than anticipated)
1

because some days it is cooler / warmer (than anticipated)

accept other sensible suggestions

an answer giving two sensible situations gains 2 marks
possible examples:

•        some houses have different amounts of
          insulation

•        there are different styles of house

temperature (inside / outside) is always changing is insufficient
1

[9]
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(a)     

if more than one line is drawn from a graph then all those lines are
wrong allow 1 mark for 1 correct line

2

9

(b)     speed
1

(c)     (i)       2.25

allow 1 mark for correct substitution i.e.

provided no subsequent step
2

(ii)     the air resistance increases
1

(d)     2000 J
1

mass is half
or
kinetic energy depends on mass

do not accept weight for mass
1

[8]
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